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ABSTRACT
We make an intensive use of multimedia frameworks in
our research on modeling the perceived quality estimation in
streaming services and real-time communications. In our pre-
liminary work, we have used the VLC VOD software to gen-
erate reference audiovisual files with various degree of coding
and network degradations. We have successfully built ma-
chine learning based models on the subjective quality dataset
we have generated using these files. However, imperfections
in the dataset introduced by the multimedia framework we
have used prevented us from achieving the full potential of
these models.
In order to develop better models, we have re-created our
end-to-end multimedia pipeline using the GStreamer frame-
work for audio and video streaming. A GStreamer based
pipeline proved to be significantly more robust to network
degradations than the VLC VOD framework and allowed us
to stream a video flow at a loss rate up to 5% packet very
easily. GStreamer has also enabled us to collect the relevant
RTCP statistics that proved to be more accurate than network-
deduced information. This dataset is free to the public. The
accuracy of the statistics eventually helped us to generate bet-
ter performing perceived quality estimation models.
In this paper, we present the implementation of these VLC
and GStreamer-based multimedia communication quality as-
sessment testbeds with the references to their publicly avail-
able code bases.
Index Terms— Multimedia Streaming, Quality Assess-
ment, Testbed, GStreamer, VLC, DummyNet, Netem/TC
1. INTRODUCTION
The desired method to carry on our research on is to test in
a live network. However, the possibility of many unknown
features makes it difficult to evaluate the live experiments. In
order to collect subjective assesment ratings for various file
configurations and network settings, we need to be able to
manage the network behavior to achieve reliable and repro-
ducible results.
In our quest to achieve reproducible experiments, we
have developed two multimedia communication quality as-
sessment test beds. The first testbed, first appeared in [1]
makes use of VLC video-on-demand (VOD) technology. The
second test bed is based on the GStreamer multimedia frame-
work and took considerable effort to design, develop and test.
The data set [2] generated using this latter test bed is publicly
available as well.
In traditional publication format, it is usually not possible
to include the technical details of the tool chains used however
such information has sporadically been requested by review-
ers. This publication is primarily targeting those concerns.
We suggest to the reader to refer to the original publications
[1] and [2] for the reasoning behind specific configurations,
and refer to this work for how these specific configurations
are technically implemented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The tools
and frameworks we have used for the test beds are introduced
in Section 2. The VLC VOD based testbed is introduced in
Section 3 and the GStreamer based testbed is described in
Section 4. We have also developed a video player based on
VLC python bindings for conducting the subjective assess-
ment test which is described in Section 4.3. In the Conclu-
sion, we sum up our experience using both of the technolo-
gies and share some lessons that we have learned along the
way.
2. TOOLS
Multimedia quality testbeds enable us to experiment with var-
ious encoding configurations through the multimedia frame-
works used for streaming and to introduce network impair-
ments through network emulators. In our research we have
used the VLC VOD [3] and Gstreamer [4] multimedia frame-
works in order to establish end-to-end pipelines for multime-
dia streaming. We have also considered the libjitsi [5], an
advanced Java media library for secure real-time audio/video
communication, during the implementation. However, the
absence of media capture feature made it unsuitable for our
work. For the network impairments, we had to consider var-
ious criteria while picking the right software among the nu-
merous available solutions. Historically network emulators
have captured the behavior of the links in terms of queue size,
limited bandwidth, probability of loss and propagation delay.
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Two most popular and flexible representatives of this class are
DummyNet [6] and NISTNet [7] which we have used to in-
troduce network impairments for the testbeds. Other emulator
and simulator examples are Netpath [8], LANforge-ICE [9],
AnueSystem Ethernet emulator [10], Ns-2 [11], Ns-3 [12],
ENDE [13] and Satellite Lab [14]. In the rest of this section,
we will discuss various properties of the tools that we have
chosen to use for building the testbeds.
2.1. VideoLAN software and Video-on-Demand(VOD)
VideoLAN [3] is a software solution for video streaming and
distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). It
is designed to stream videos on high bandwidth networks. It
includes VLC (initially VideoLAN Client) which can be used
as a server to stream MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 files,
DVDs and live videos on the network in unicast or multicast
mode or used as a client to receive, decode and display MPEG
streams. It is also used to play files from the local disk on
multiple operating systems including Linux, Windows, Mac
OS X [15]. Although the list here seems to be long, the lack
of support of streaming some popular video formats such as
h264 and VP8, although it is possible to view them from file,
is noteworthy. In the following sections, we will see this fea-
ture was one of the main reason for building multiple testbeds.
There is one particular thing about MPEG. MPEG is an
audio and video codec standard with several versions called
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4. MPEG is also a container for-
mat, sometimes referred to as MPEG System. There are sev-
eral such system: ES, PS, and TS. As an example; an MPEG
video from a DVD is actually composed of several streams
(called Elementary Streams, ES) where there is one stream
for video, one or more streams for audio, another for subti-
tles. These different streams are mixed together into a single
Program Stream (PS). So, the .VOB files found in a DVD
are actually MPEG-PS files which is not adapted for stream-
ing video through a network or by satellite. So, another for-
mat called Transport Stream (TS) was designed for streaming
MPEG videos through such channels. In our tests, we have
used the TS format [15].
VideoLAN solution provides both GUI wizards and com-
mand line tools for unicast, multicast and Video on Demand
(VoD) streaming needs. Due to its flexibility and ease of use,
we have used the VoD feature during our tests.
2.2. VLC Python Bindings
Subjective video assessment requires a custom software to be
used in order to run specific scenarios while allowing the ob-
server to interact with the system with ease and to self-operate
the rating process. Developing a video player with the fea-
tures required for subjective assessment would take signifi-
cant effort.
The VLC Python bindings [16] provide complete access
to the libvlc API without requiring any compilation and work
with multiple VLC versions. In our research, we have created
an application on top of the runnable example player included
in the VLC python bindings.
2.3. GStreamer Multimedia Framework
The Gstreamer multimedia framework [4] is based on the
GLib 2.0 [17] object model for object-oriented design and in-
heritance and consists of a comprehensive core library to al-
low construction of graph-based arbitrary pipeline structures.
Through plug-in architecture, it supports numerous container
formats, streaming protocols, codecs, metadata, video and au-
dio configurations. We have constructed the second test bed
on top of the GStreamer multimedia framework to address
some shortcomings of the VLC framework. In Section 3.6 we
will discuss these shortcomings in detail.
The features of GStreamer are accessible either through
simple API or command line tools. In our research, we have
initially developed our complex pipelines using command
line tools and then developed the same pipeline through the
Python bindings [18]. We should note that, with our testbed,
each side is implemented independently and could use either
approach, without concern for interoperability. As a matter
of fact, we have benefited from this feature greatly during our
works.
2.4. DummyNet
DumyNet is a network emulator developed over a decade ago
and has become very popular over time. It has been a stan-
dard component of the FreeBSD from the beginning and of
Mac OS since 2006. It is designed to have an easy learn-
ing curve and one can set up the emulator with as few as two
commands and then master additional features as needed [19].
One of the advantages of using DummyNet is that it works on
both incoming and outgoing packets. However, it does not
allow to emulate degraded network conditions such as packet
duplication or corruption [20].
2.5. Netem/TC
NISTNet was initially developed for Linux 2.4 kernel but ut is
no longer actively maintained. Much of its functionality has
been incorporated into Netem and the iproute2 toolkit. Netem
is a network emulation facility built into Linux’s Traffic Con-
trol (TC) subsystem. TC/Netem use the same principle as
DummyNet to capture the ongoing only packets and use a set
of rules and queues to store the packets and forward them to
the operating system or to the network [20].
TC allows shaping, scheduling, policing and dropping
network traffic. When traffic is shaped, the rate of transmis-
sion is controlled on egress. Traffic shaping is also possible
on ingress via policing. In scheduling, it improves the in-
teractivity of the traffic that needs it while still guaranteeing
bandwidth to bulk transfers on egress. Both on ingress and
Fig. 1: VLC VOD Based Multimedia Communication Quality Assessment Testbed.
egress, traffic exceeding a specific bandwidth level can also
be dropped [21].
TC allows traffic processing via three kinds of objects;
qdiscs, classes, and filters. Qdisc is short form of “queue-
ing discipline” and is used to enqueue the traffic destined to
a specific interface. Some qdiscs can contain classes which
contain further qdiscs to enqueue the traffic. With this mech-
anism, a qdisc may prioritize certain kinds of traffic by trying
to dequeue from certain classes before others. A filter is used
by a classfull qdisc to determine which class a packet will be
enqueued [21].
2.6. DummyNet vs Netem/TC
Both DummyNet and TC/Netem solutions are no longer pro-
totypes and have reached production quality. Furthermore,
they both are freely available and used by large communities
of researchers [20].
In the case of bandwidth limitation, DummyNet simply
computes the delay to add to a specific packet based on the
configured bandwidth and the current state of the queue. TC
uses a Token-Bucket algorithm to shape traffic [20].
Researchers in [20] have conducted detailed bandwidth
experiments with both solutions and concluded that Dum-
myNet is slightly more accurate than TC when limiting band-
width. During our tests, we have experienced similar results
in terms of streaming quality and decided to use DummyNet
for bandwidth limiting configurations. However, it is impor-
tant to note that by design DummyNet does not allow one to
achieve very high emulated bandwidth since the timer fre-
quency might lead to burstiness which leads to unrealistic
traffic [20].
While performing slightly better at bandwidth limitation,
DummyNet does not contain any built-in feature to emulate
jitter. Therefore, rather than developing some workaround
with DummyNet that has not been tested extensively, we de-
cided to introduce jitter and delay using the TC/Netem. Dur-
ing the tests, we have also observed that TC handles packet
loss configurations better than DummyNet in terms of quality
achieved in streaming and therefore the decision was made to
use the TC for that purpose as well.
3. VLC VOD BASED MULTIMEDIA
COMMUNICATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT
TESTBED
We have built a dedicated test setup to conduct the stream-
ing tests. To do so, we have used two dedicated worksta-
tions running the Ubuntu OS with the VideoLAN software
solution. To manage network traffic effectively we have used
both DummyNet and TC/Netem network emulation solutions.
DummeyNet is used to manage the available bandwidth while
TC/Netem is used to control jitter and delay. Predefined
source video files are streamed from the VLC VoD server to-
wards VLC Client and saved on the client local disc. Each
file is saved with a file name that includes network configura-
tions set for that specific streaming case. Figure 1 depicts the
high-level design of this test setup.
3.1. Configuring the Workstations
Each workstations running Ubuntu kernel v3.16.0-38 have
two network interfaces (eth0 and eth1). The eth0 interface
is configured to provide access through ssh while the eth1 in-
terface is configured for streaming purposes only.
3.2. Configuring DummyNet
A custom hardware running FreeBSD 9.1-RELEASE is con-
figured to run DummyNet with bridge0 interface enabling
traffic between workstations that are physically connected to
the two available ports (vr1, vr2). Additionally, vr0 interface
is used for remote terminal connections over ssh. The vr1
and vr2 interfaces operate in full-duplex mode and enable the
traffic between two workstations.
Fig. 2: GStreamer Based Multimedia Communication Quality Assessment Testbed.
Every time a system reboot occurs, the bridge interface
has to be enabled with the following command;
% s y s c t l n e t . l i n k . b r i d g e . ip fw =1
and then the bridge interface need to be created as follows;
% i f c o n f i g b r i d g e c r e a t e
% i f c o n f i g b r i d g e 0 addm vr1 addm vr2 up
% i f c o n f i g vr1 up
% i f c o n f i g vr2 up
% i f c o n f i g b r i d g e 0 up
where
• the first line creates the bridge interface.
• in the second line the vr1 and vr2 interfaces are added
to the bridge.
• in line 3,4 and 5 the vr1, vr2 and bridge0 interfaces are
set to operate.
In order to set the bandwidth limits the following com-
mands are executed;
% ipfw −f f l u s h
% ipfw add 3000 p i p e 1 i p from any t o any
% ipfw p i p e 1 c o n f i g bw $BWKbit / s
where $BW denotes the desired bandwidth setting in
Kbits.
3.3. Configuring TC
TC used to configure the delay, jitter and packet loss behavior
of the network. During our initial tests to find out the target
network test settings, we observed that the delay parameter
can be avoided due to the nature of our streaming tests. How-
ever, this parameter will become crucial in real-time commu-
nications.
The following commands configure the delay, jitter and
packet loss rate on the eth1 interface:
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c d e l dev e t h 1 r o o t
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c add dev e t h 1 r o o t
h a n d l e 1 : 1 netem d e l a y $DELAY $JITTER
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c add dev e t h 1
p a r e n t 1 : 1 h a n d l e 10 :1 netem l o s s $PLR
where the first line makes sure we start from a clean slate;
in the second line delay and jitter parameters are set in terms
of milliseconds, and in the last line packet loss rate is set in
terms of percentage. The full range of parameters with the
proper syntax to be run on both workstations is given in the
[22].
3.4. Configuring The VLC VoD Server
Configuring the VLC VoD server consists of two steps. In
the first step VLC system is configured to run with a telnet
interface:
% c v l c −I t e l n e t
−− t e l n e t −password v i d e o l a n
−−r t s p−h o s t 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
−−r t s p−p o r t 5554
where ”cvlc” executable is used to control VLC
command-line instances.
In the second step, VoD objects need to be created. In or-
der to avoid any transcoding related issues on the server side,
we have pre-encoded the source files. To do so, we have de-
fined two resolution levels: 720p and 1080p, and 3 bitrate
quality levels (High Quality, Middle Quality, and Low Qual-
ity) for each resolution. In the next section, where we dis-
cuss target network settings, we discuss the details of these
pre-encoded video files. Since we had 6 source files to be
streamed, we needed to create 6 different objects with the fol-
lowing syntax.
% t e l n e t l o c a l h o s t 4212
v i d e o l a n
and then
Fig. 3: GStreamer RTP Server Pipeline.
% new t s i d vod
% s e t u p t s i d i n p u t ” f i l e n a m e . t s ”
% s e t u p t s i d e n a b l e d
where for each source video file, first a VoD object is cre-
ated and then a video file is assigned to that object. In the last
line, the video object is primed for streaming.
These steps could be automated by creating a vlm.conf
file that includes the set of commands for creating 6 VoD ob-
jects; then by simply running the following command, manual
telnet interaction would be avoided:
% v l c −I t e l n e t
−− t e l n e t −password v i d e o l a n
−−vlm−con f vlm . con f
−−r t s p−h o s t 0 . 0 . 0 . 0
−−r t s p−p o r t 5554
3.5. Configuring the VLC Client and Streaming
In order to start streaming no configurations are needed on the
VLC Client side. The command for streaming and saving the
file with the given name is as follows:
% c v l c −v r t s p : / / $IP : $PORT / $VoD
−−sou t−mux−c a c h i n g =$MC
−− f i l e −c a c h i n g =$FC
−−r t s p−frame−b u f f e r−s i z e =$FBS
−−s o u t =”\# s t d { a c c e s s = f i l e ,
d s t =$FILENAME . t s }”
% v l c : / / q u i t
where
• $IP and $PORT defines IP and port number of the VLC
VoD Server.
• $VoD defines VoD object identifier created on the
server. This has to be the same identifier set on the
server side.
• $MC, $FC and $FBS denotes Mux Caching, File
Caching, and Frame Buffer Size Caching respectively.
• $FILENAME denotes the file name. During the test,
we actually used more complicated post fixes to be able
to identify source file and network parameters. Please
refer to the source code in [22].
3.6. Shortcomings of VLC Multimedia Framework for a
Quality Assessment Testbed
The VLC VoD is a decent off-the-shelf product for simple
tests. However, it falls short of expectations when it is used in
more advanced test cases. Foremost, it has a lack of support
for a variety of video and audio codecs. When network im-
pairments such as packet loss are introduced, it fails to capture
entire video stream with only a minor increase in packet loss
rate. It certainly did not support real-world use cases where
up to 5% video packet loss rate is expected. As it is off-the-
shelf, changing the pipeline behavior is next to impossible and
requires source code change. it also does not provide stream
level network measurements such as packet loss rate, jitter,
delay, effective bit rate etc.
4. GSTREAMER BASED MULTIMEDIA
COMMUNICATION QUALITY ASSESSMENT
TESTBED
Due to the limitations of the VLC VoD based test bed that we
have mentioned in Section 3.6, we have implemented a sec-
Fig. 4: GStreamer RTP Client Pipeline.
ond test bed using the GStreamer multimedia framework for
media streaming. When introducing network impairments,
we have utilized only the Netem/TC tool to apply packet loss
rate to multimedia traffic. Jitter and additional bandwidth lim-
itations were not introduced. As a result, the DummyNet tool
was not needed anymore. Figure 4 depicts the high-level de-
sign of this test setup.
4.1. Configuring the Workstations
Workstation configurations were kept same as the VLC based
test configurations. Each workstations was running Ubuntu
kernel v3.16.0-38 with two network interfaces (eth0 and
eth1). The eth0 interface is configured to provide remote ac-
cess through ssh interface while the eth1 interface is config-
ured for streaming purposes only.
4.2. Configuring the TC
TC is used to introduce packet loss impairments onto the me-
dia streams.
The Following set of commands are used to configure
packet loss rate on the eth1 interface:
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c d e l dev e t h 1 r o o t
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c add dev e t h 1 r o o t
h a n d l e 1 : 1 netem d e l a y 0ms 0ms
% / s b i n / t c q d i s c add dev e t h 1
p a r e n t 1 : 1 h a n d l e 10 :1 netem l o s s $PLR
where the first line makes sure we start from a clean slate.
The delay and Jitter parameters are set to 0 ms as they were
not required anymore. Packet loss rate is set in terms of per-
centage. The full range of parameters with the proper syntax
to be run on both workstations is given in reference [23].
4.3. GStreamer RTP Client and Server pipelines
In order to address the limitations of the VLC based test bed,
we have developed custom RTP server and client pipelines
using the GStreamer multimedia framework.
RTP Server pipeline and elements are as follows:
% g s t−l aunch −1.0 −ve r t p b i n name= r t p b i n
f i l e s r c l o c a t i o n =$AV FILE ! queue !
qtdemux name=dem
dem . ! queue ! r t p h 2 6 4 p a y !
r t p b i n . s e n d r t p s i n k 0
r t p b i n . s e n d r t p s r c 0 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5000
r t p b i n . s e n d r t c p s r c 0 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5001
sync = f a l s e async = f a l s e
u d p s r c a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5005 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t c p s i n k 0
dem . ! queue ! r t p a m r p a y !
r t p b i n . s e n d r t p s i n k 1
r t p b i n . s e n d r t p s r c 1 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5002
r t p b i n . s e n d r t c p s r c 1 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5003
sync = f a l s e async = f a l s e
u d p s r c a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5007 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t c p s i n k 1
where the RTP Server creates two sessions and streams
audio on one, video on the other, with RTCP on both sessions.
The video is sent on port 5000, with its RTCP stream sent on
port 5001 and received on port 5005. Audio is sent on port
5002, with its RTCP stream sent on port 5003 and received
on port 5007.
RTP Client pipeline and elements are as follows:
VIDEO CAPS=” a p p l i c a t i o n / x−r t p ,
media =( s t r i n g ) v ideo ,
c lock−r a t e =( i n t )90000 ,
encoding−name =( s t r i n g ) H264”
AUDIO CAPS=” a p p l i c a t i o n / x−r t p ,
media =( s t r i n g ) audio ,
c lock−r a t e =( i n t )16000 ,
encoding−name =( s t r i n g )AMR−WB,
encoding−params =( s t r i n g ) 1 ,
o c t e t−a l i g n =( s t r i n g ) 1 ”
g s t−l aunch −1.0 −ve
r t p b i n name= r t p b i n l a t e n c y =$LATENCY
u d p s r c caps =$VIDEO CAPS
a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5000 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t p s i n k 0
r t p b i n . ! r t p h 2 6 4 d e p a y ! queue !
h 2 6 4 p a r s e ! queue ! qtmux name=mux !
f i l e s i n k l o c a t i o n =$AV FILE
u d p s r c a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5001 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t c p s i n k 0
r t p b i n . s e n d r t c p s r c 0 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5005
sync = f a l s e async = f a l s e
u d p s r c caps =$AUDIO CAPS
a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5002 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t p s i n k 1
r t p b i n . ! r t p a m r d e p a y ! queue ! mux .
u d p s r c a d d r e s s =$SRC p o r t =5003 !
r t p b i n . r e c v r t c p s i n k 1
r t p b i n . s e n d r t c p s r c 1 !
u d p s i n k h o s t =$DEST p o r t =5007
sync = f a l s e async = f a l s e
where the RTP Client creates two RTP sessions, one for
video and one for audio. The video is received on port 5000,
with its RTCP stream received on port 5001 and sent on port
5005. Audio is received on port 5002, with its RTCP stream
received on port 5003 and sent on port 5007.
These two pipelines are also visualized in Figure 3 for the
server and in Figure 4 for the client.
In the listing above, the audio and video caps are given
for a specific configuration only. For each file, depending
on the media configuration, separate caps were generated on
the server side and then used on the client side to create the
pipeline.
Since one of the objectives was to be able to make accu-
rate stream level measurements of RTCP statistics, we have
implemented both of these pipelines also in Python using the
GStreamer Python API. With the Python implementation, we
were able to trace the RTCP messages and extract only the
required fields and write their values to file system for post-
processing. These statistics proved to be invaluable and have
allowed us to develop more accurate perceived quality esti-
mation models.
One of a trivial but very important element of the pipeline
is capturing the End-of-Stream messages. the ’e’ portion
of the ”-ve” parameters given to the ”gst-launch-1.0” serves
that purpose. In the Python implementation, this is achieved
by following the signaling messages forwarded through the
pipeline and taking necessary actions based on the type of the
messages. The source code for both RTP Server and Client
implementation is given in [23].
5. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT VIDEO PLAYER
A custom video player was developed to collect the subjec-
tive scores [24]. This video player allowed to user to rate the
quality of the video file on the 5-point ACR categorical qual-
ity scale. The menu that allows the user to make a choice and
the button to submit that choice appear only after watching
and listening to the first 10 seconds of video sequences. This
period was selected due to the nature of the test case. The
menu structure allows the user to carry a training session for
rating the quality of the various audiovisual files created from
the same original sequence. The video assessment consisted
two sessions of four parts each. The videos file name is read
from a specifically sorted list stored in a file depending on the
selection of the session and part. The video player also al-
lows a user to pauses the media playing if needed. During the
assessment, users can follow the number of sequences rated
from the top bar. At the end of each part, the user is informed
about progress and further instructions are given for the next
step. Screen shot of this software playing an example video
is given in Figure 5.
6. CONCLUSION
We have developed testbeds based on the VLC Video-
on-Demand product and Gstreamer multimedia framework.
DummyNet and Netem/TC were used to introduce network
impairments to the media streams.
The VLC VoD was capable of handling simple scenarios
that did not involve heavy network impairments. Specifically,
it failed to capture entire video stream with rates greater than
0.5 percent. This is significantly lower than real-world use
cases where up to 5% video packet loss rate is expected. As
the VLC VoD is off-the-shelf, changing the pipeline behavior
is next to impossible and it also does not provide stream level
network measurements.
In order to develop better models, we have re-created our
end-to-end multimedia pipeline using the GStreamer frame-
work for audio and video streaming. A GStreamer based
pipeline proved to be significantly more robust to network
degradations than the VLC VOD framework and allowed us
to stream a video flow at a loss rate up to %5 packet very
easily. GStreamer has also enabled us to collect the relevant
Fig. 5: GStreamer RTP Client Pipeline.
RTCP statistics that proved to be more accurate than network-
deduced information. This dataset is freely available to the
public. The accuracy of the statistics eventually helped us to
generate better performing perceived quality estimation mod-
els. A brief comparison of the VLC VOD and GStreamer is
also given in Table 1.
Although during the implementation we have faced some
minor setbacks, overall, developing our test bed on top of
GStreamer framework turned out to be a wise decision and
we strongly recommend it for similar work. Both the VLC
VoD test bed scripts, the GStreamer based tools we have de-
veloped and the custom video player we have developed for
subjective assessment process are free for public access re-
spectively at [22] [23] [24].
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